
Final Blends Study Guide 
(Save for Phonics Assessment on Thursday, October 31st) 

 
Students should practice reading the following words with 
final blends. Students should be familiar with how to use each 
word in a sentence. 

 

drift, drink, thank,  
spend, spring, went,  

long, next, trunk,  
bank, bring, left,  

camp, cent, sing,  
find, pink, print,  
gift, send, song,  

jump, plant, point,  
pant, pond, string,  
drank, hand, hung 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Monday Homework and Study Guide 

Phonics: Final Blends (Assessment Thursday, October 31st) 

Directions:  Choose the word that BEST completes the sentence below. 
1. Don’t forget to _________ water every day.  
 

a) drift 
b) drink 
c) thank  
d) spend  

 
2. The flowers always bloom in the _________.   
 

a) spend  
b) went  
c) spring  
d) trunk  

Grammar: Present Tense Verbs - (Assessment Wednesday, Nov. 6th) 
1. Circle the verb in the sentence below.  
 

The dog chases the cat across the park.  
 
 

2. Write a complete sentence using the verb “jumps.” Be sure to include 
proper capitalization and punctuation.  
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 

Vocabulary: (Spelling Test on Wed., Oct. 30th, Voc. Test on Thurs., Oct. 31st) 
Complete Worldly Wise Lesson 4- Part D #s 1-5 
Vocabulary and Spelling Words- brain, branch, ape, torch, flame, spear, 
cavern, net, dozen, chimney 

 
Reading: Students should read for 20 minutes daily. 
 



Tuesday Homework and Study Guide 

Phonics: Final Blends (Assessment Thursday, October 31st) 

Directions:  Choose the word that BEST completes the sentence below. 
1. The _________  of the tree is brown and strong.   
 

a) bank 
b) trunk 
c) long  
d) bring  
 

2. I love to _________ songs when riding in the car.    
 

a) camp  
b) cent  
c) sing  
d) print  

Grammar: Present Tense Verbs - (Assessment Wednesday, Nov. 6th) 
1. Circle the verb in the sentence below.  
 

The girls sing in choice class every day.   
 
 

2. Write a complete sentence using the verb “plays.” Be sure to include 
proper capitalization and punctuation.  
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Vocabulary: (Spelling Test on Wed., Oct. 30th, Voc. Test on Thurs., Oct. 31st) 
Complete Worldly Wise Lesson 4- Part D #s 6-10 
Prepare for Spelling Assessment  
Vocabulary and Spelling Words- brain, branch, ape, torch, flame, spear, 
cavern, net, dozen, chimney 

 
Reading: Students should read for 20 minutes daily. 



Wednesday Homework and Study Guide 

Phonics: Final Blends(Assessment Thursday, October 31st) 

Directions:  Choose the word that BEST completes the sentence below. 
1. I want to buy a _________ for my mom.  
 

a) song 
b) send 
c) gift  
d) bring  

 
2. Did you _________ your missing pencil?  
 

a) find  
b) cent  
c) thank  
d) spend  

Grammar: Present Tense Verbs - (Assessment Wednesday, Nov. 6th) 
1. Circle the verb in the sentence below.  
 

The wolves howl at the full moon.    
 
 

2. Write a complete sentence using the verb “fly.” Be sure to include proper 
capitalization and punctuation.  
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Vocabulary: (Spelling Test on Wed., Oct. 30th, Voc. Test on Thurs., Oct. 31st) 
Complete Worldly Wise Lesson 4- Prepare for Vocabulary Assessment 
Vocabulary and Spelling Words- brain, branch, ape, torch, flame, spear, 
cavern, net, dozen, chimney 
**Optional- Complete the Lesson 4 Crossword Puzzle for 1 Bonus Point 

 
Reading: Students should read for 20 minutes daily. 



 
Thursday Homework and Study Guide 

 
Grammar: Present Tense Verbs - (Assessment Wednesday, Nov. 6th) 
1. Circle the verb in the sentence below.  
 

The football players race across the field during kickoff.  
 
 

2. Write a complete sentence using the verb “drives.” Be sure to include 
proper capitalization and punctuation.  
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 

Reading: Students should read for 20 minutes daily. 
 


